Guidance on Material Datasheet creation for the BMW
Group in IMDS
1.

Intention

This document shows the BMW specific requirements for the creation of preliminary and final
material datasheets (MDS) within the International Material Data System (IMDS). It also gives
advice on the correct structure of material data sheets. Laws, guidelines and IMDS
recommendations remain unaffected by this guidance.
2.

General advices for creation of material data sheets

Material data sheets are compulsory to comply with legal requirements and the documentation to
this. The lack of accepted datasheets can e.g. endanger the type approval of vehicles.
According to BMW terms and conditions for purchasing the supplier is obliged to submit material
data sheets via IMDS to BMW for every supplied part. According to the supplier information from
6th August 2012, BMW reserves the right to assign a chemical analysis of the part, if data are not
delivered in time. The supplier has to bear the costs in this case (see BMW b2b portal, business
letters).
Providing a material data sheet in IMDS there is no need to create a material data sheet as a
paper based copy. Material data sheets have to be created for spare parts, motor cycle parts,
technical equipment like satnav systems, bikes, electric cars for children, etc. too.
If parts are supplied by different facilities with different sub suppliers, separate MDS have to be
sent for each facility. This issue should be taken into consideration when entering the supplier
code.
Material data sheets are compulsory to comply with legal requirements!
Only the IMDS ID of already accepted MDSs should be entered in RMT and IPQ!
2.1
Creating and Sending of material data sheets
Starting one month after the nomination of the supplier a preliminary (see point 2.6) or a final
material data sheet has to be sent to BMW. Final material data sheets have to be sent to BMW
between order and first sampling. If final data sheets are sent in an early stage up to 8 month
before SOP the creation of preliminary data sheets is no longer necessary.
When creating MDSs it should be taken into consideration that it could take some time till the
MDSs are accepted by BMW. If the MDSs is submitted too late it could lead to a delay of the first
sampling process.
The first MDSs has to be submitted one month after the nomination of the supplier!
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2.2
Editing of material data sheets
In case after creation and sending a MDS the weight or composition of the part change in a way
that the tolerances of the sent MDS are not met anymore, the MDS has to be updated (e.g.
weight deviation >5%).
If you have to rework a material data sheet without a change of the part number please do not
create a copy with a new IMDS ID but use the option “new version” instead.
There is no need to create a new material data sheet if the alteration index AI of a part number
increases without a change of composition or weight. Please use the IMDS ID and version
of the already accepted material data sheet for the RMT or IPQ record of the new part. The new
part number/AI will then be linked to IMDS ID/version you provided by the BMW IMDS Team.
For electronic control units ECU it is common that new part numbers are assigned for every
integration level with a different software. In this case the IMDS ID of the accepted MDSs for the
original part number could be entered, if the MDS still meets the tolerance, as mentioned above.
Suppliers could request to link part numbers by sending a list according point 9 to IMDSTeam@bmw.de.
Before submitting MDSs get sure that the MDSs are up to date and according to current
recommendations and BMW guidance to avoid rejection.
If the AI increases without relevant changes to the MDS the IMDS ID of the already accepted
MDS could be entered in RMT/IPQ!
2.3
Parts in different colors
Instead of creating MDSs for several colour versions, it is possible to specify a representative
MDS for all colours. The requirement is that the representative MDSs covers all actual
ingredients of every colour version.
If the ingredients of the colour versions differ too much from each other (e.g. there are further
declarable substances) and therefore cannot be covered by appropriate wildcards and tolerances,
a separate MDS has to be created. If there are explicit pigments (like e.g. carbon black or iron
oxide) in the MDS instead of using the wild card “pigment portion, not to declare” the MDS
cannot be linked.
Create the representative MDS for the part number, which is used for the first sampling or use the
all colour number. The ID/version of the representative MDS has to be entered in the first
sampling record (ISIR) (see point 7).
The list of the part numbers that are covered by the representative MDS has to be sent to BMW
IMDS Team (IMDS-Team@BMW.de). This list has to contain partnumber, AI with the associated
IMDS ID / version.
Identical parts with different colours could be covered by one IMDS entry under certain
conditions!
2.4
Parts included in a scope of delivery
If several parts are subjected together to the first sampling as a scope of delivery, please create a
MDS for the complete scope of delivery (without packaging). Please give the ID and version of
this MDS on the initial sampling report.
If parts of a scope of delivery have BMW part numbers, additional MDS have to be sent for these
parts.
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Scopes of delivery have to be created according to an assembly!
Additional MDSs for the separate parts have to be created if they have BMW part numbers!

2.5
Multivariante parts (wire harnesses, seats)
The creation of material data sheets for multivariate parts can be minimised to representative
material data sheets in coordination with the BMW IMDS Team.
2.6
Preliminary material data sheets
The preliminary material data sheets have to be created according to Recommendation 023.
They have to be sent by the supplier without request of the BMW Group (see point 2).
Unlike final material data sheets the preliminary material data sheets can consist of incomplete
materials where necessary. The requirements for the other data concerning correctness,
completeness and bindingness are the same as for final material data sheets. Incomplete material
data sheets have to be marked as ‘preliminary MDSs.
This mark ‘preliminary MDSs does not mean that a development part, prototype, etc. is sampled.
It means that the material data sheet for a part is sent in an early phase of development and that
information e.g. on material might not reflect the final stage. There is no need to create a material
data sheet for prototypes or samples!
Prohibited and declarable substances according to GADSL / GS93008 have to be specified.
Ensure that the part is conform to current legislation.
If the material data sheets are created as preliminary ones and the exact data of materials is still
missing, the ProtMat-materials of the IMDS-Committee should be used (Recommendation 023).
BMW prefers the creation of final material data sheets (see point 2.1).
Preliminary material data sheets cannot be used for the Initial Sample Inspection Report. For ISIR
they have to be edited and sent to BMW as final MDS in time. A certain time for processing at
BMW should be taken into consideration.
Preliminary MDSs cannot be used for first sampling process (ISIR)!

2.7
Handling of material data sheets
Sending a MDS to BMW the button “send” should be chosen instead of “propose”. (Do not
“release internally” beforehand). Forwarded MDSs can only be proposed.
Rejected MDSs should be edited and resubmitted as soon as possible. If there are further
questions the person given in the reason for denial should be contacted.
Delete rejected MDS, which are not required anymore or to which there is already a newer
accepted version. Accepted MDSs will thereby not be affected.
The option “send” should be used to submit the MDS instead of “propose”!
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2.8
Subcomponents with BMW part number
If there is a BMW part number for the subcomponent of an MDS it should be given on tab
“details”.
3.

Formal Requirements

The following formal requirements have to be fulfilled in order to guarantee the correct data
exchange with BMW internal systems. The required data must be entered into the appropriate
recipient specific fields when sending or proposing the MDS. All data has to be extracted
from the actual resp. sampling relevant BMW order form (see annex with order forms).
3.1
BMW Company ID in IMDS
The IMDS Company ID for BMW, Mini and Rolls Royce MC is 103.
3.2
Description of parts
Must be the same as the description on the BMW order form (see annex with order forms).
In the case of standard parts, the standard must be indicated behind the BMW name (except
when the standard is already indicated in the BMW name).
The size of standard fasteners should be indicated
E.g. hexagon head screw ISO 4014-M12x50-8.8-ZNS3
3.3
Part/Item No.
The BMW part number consists of 7 digits (new part numbers can also contain capital letters).
Additions to this number separated by a dot or slash must not be filled in IMDS. (Do not use
blanks in between digits, see figure 1 and annex with order forms.)
E.g. Part/Item No.: 1234567 or 1A23B45
3.4
Drawing dated
The Alteration index (AI) given in the order form must be filled in here (see figure 1 and annex with
order
forms).
The
date
cannot
be
entered.
E.g. Drawing dated: 09
3.5
Drawing change level „NAEL“ (see also KM-Nr. in the order form)
Only the NAEL (New Release/Change List NRCL) is allowed in this field.
The NAEL is a combination of 6 alphanumeric characters. (See figure 1 and annex with order
forms.)
E.g. Drawing Change Level: EKM62N
3.6
Supplier code
The BMW supplier code has to be filled in the appropriate field. BMW supplier code consists of a
6 digits number followed by a dash and two more digits. Please fill in all 8 digits (including the
dash), do not use blanks. (See figure 1 and annex with order forms.) Do not use the DUNS
number.
E.g. Supplier Code: 999999-10
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Figure 1: Example for the entry of recipient data when sending a MDS to BMW

4.

Usage of suitable materials

Please pay attention to the correct classification of the materials according to VDA 231-106. For
metallic materials give the material number according to standards. The usage of materials
created by the IMDS Committee, Steel & Iron List and ILI is recommended.
Plastic materials without the declaration of additives will be rejected.
Materials which contain of 100 % basic polymer only will be rejected!

5.

Concentrations of basic substances

Limits of legal restrictions for concentrations of basic substances and maximum sums for wild
cards must not be exceeded. Therefore the maximum value is considered to be relevant for
checking datasheets.
The allowed limits for the deviation of the measured and calculated weights are as following:
Weight of the component (subcomponent) X
maximum allowed deviation in %
X<1g
100
1 g ≤ X < 100 g
10
100 g ≤ X < 1 kg
5
1 kg ≤ X < 10 kg
2
10 kg ≤ X < 100 kg
1
X ≥ 100 kg
0,5
If components (e.g. raw parts) lose weight in processes like drilling or milling, they have to be
created or requested as a semi component. A compensation of the loss in weight through an
excessive tolerance range is not acceptable.
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6.

Recyclate information

Information to content of recycled material in materials with classification 5.1, 5.1.a/b, 5.3, 5.4.1
and 5.5.2 with more than 25 g is compulsory.
7.

MDSs for RMT (risk management parts) or IPQ (integrated product quality) for
initial sampling

For the first sampling process only accepted final material data sheet can be used. Preliminary
MDSs cannot be used.
If the alteration index increases and there is no relevant change of the weight, the materials and
composition of the part, the IMDS ID of the last already accepted MDS could be used for ISIR
(see point 2.2). The MDS may not be older than 5 years and the distance between the alteration
indexes not more than 5. Else a new version of the MDS has to be created.
RMT:
Enter the IMDS ID and Version in RMT (via b2b-portal) under the point “sample check” according
the following example:
IMDS-ID/Version 123456789/1
IPQ:
As it is a precondition to have an accepted MDS for a correct first sampling (ISIR), IPQ offers an
IMDS ID by searching an accepted MDS with the same part number, alteration index and supplier
code. This suggestion has to be confirmed and saved by marking the field “The correctness of
the IMDS No. as stated is hereby confirmed”.
In IPQ thetwo different supplier codes for order supplier and production supplier can be given.
One of them has to match the code in the MDS.
IMDS entries have to be accepted by BMW in due time before ISIR!
8.

MDS Request

Since IMDS Release 4.0 it is possible to request material data sheets from suppliers via IMDS.
BMW will use this feature to demand the MDS which are still missing. It has to be insured that the
supplier edits the received requests. Please pay attention to this menu item. With the function in
menu item “settings” it is possible to get an email when your company receives a MDS Request.
Therefore point “MDS Request received” has to be activated. Furthermore the supplier is still
responsible for providing preliminary and final MDS for the first sampling process in due time and
without request (see point 2.1).
The requests should be edited under menu point “MDS Request” (see IMDS user manual point
4.3 MDS Request). In that case an optimal tracking of request can be assured. Furthermore the
recipient data, given by BMW, can be taken over.
If part numbers should be linked a list should be sent to IMDS-Team@bmw.de according to point
9 instead of mentioning it in the remark when rejecting the requests.
If MDSs are not submitted in time till 15 month before SOP at the latest BMW reserves the right
to create MDS requests at the suppliers!
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9.

Linking of material data sheets

It is possible to link material data sheets to already accepted ones in the BMW inhouse system, in
order to for example link different color versions with a representative MDS. These links will be
created automatically when there is a corresponding entry in RMT or IPQ.
If more part numbers should be linked an excel sheet according to the following example has to
be sent to IMDS-Team@bmw.de.

What should be linked
Part number

Supplier information

required

Required

AI

NAEL

Supplier code

To which already existing mds should be linked

Facility

IMDS Modul-

IMDS

code

ID

Version

Target Node-ID

The following mds cannot be linked:
- Colored parts which pigments are not given with wildcards.
- MDS which are older than 5 years.
- MDS which contain prohibited or restricted substances.
- MDS which contain obsolete application codes.
- a weight difference of more than ±5 %.
10.

Contact and further information

Point 19.7 of the purchasing conditions of the BMW Group deals with the suppliers’ responsibility
to create material data sheets. Material data sheets have to be sent for all supplied parts. The
BMW purchasing conditions can be seen via b2b portal point “Department” – “Purchasing / direct
material”.
For all questions or the submission of the list of part numbers (point 2.3) please use the general
email address:
IMDS-Team@bmw.de
Notice:
For questions concerning datasheets please give your IMDS-company-ID when contacting the
MDS-Division. This simplifies the process of finding your specific data in IMDS.
The BMW-company-ID in IMDS is: 103
IMDS Recommendations are available on the IMDS main menu after the log-on.
Only for specific questions your BMW contact person is:
Dr. Karin Oldenburg-Nazaruk

Karin.Oldenburg@bmw.de
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+49 (0)89 382 46149
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Order form1 (English, official order) and 2 (German, official order) with BMW-specific data to be
filled in when sending a MDS

Order form 3 (German, remote data transmission order) with BMW-specific data to be filled in
when sending a MDS
Remark
The remote data transmission order does not contain all information of the official order form.
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